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Mira Showers and triton showers are the best Showers available today

Mira showers come in modular acrylic units as well as custom made. A bathroom needs to be prepared
before a Mira shower can be put in, according to bella bathrooms- the place to look for shower doors,
shower screens and shower curtains.

Jan. 20, 2009 - PRLog -- Durham,- "By its very nature a Mira shower produces a lot of steam and the
bathroom and shower enclosure needs to be water proof or mould and mildew will begin to grow. People
with diabetes, high blood sugar, who are pregnant or very young, should consult their doctor before using
Mira showers” says Mr. James Chapman of bella bathrooms

He added that “Mira showers are usually created in new home builds and are more expensive then modular
showers. Mira showers are tiled on the walls, floor, and ceiling. The tiles are set on mortar bed which
ensures complete water resistance. The doors have a seal too keep the steam contained. Most mira showers
also have a seat so one can sit and enjoy the steam. A Mira shower has more options than a modular steam
shower: colour is one such option. Mira showers can be made in any color the tile comes in which, with the
vast array of selection, is virtually any color. The tiles themselves can have designs and texture also. There
are also arrays of shower head options.”

Speaking about triton showers, Mr. James Chapman said “There are some companies like triton showers
that will claim that steam showers run better of 220 volts. This is somewhat true but we have found a way
to get the best of both worlds. Triton showers were originally produced for European and Asian countries
which run of a 220v power source. However American homes run on 110v power. All of triton showers
have a built in power amplifier which converts your 110v to 220v give your steam generator the power it
needs while keeping the unit more efficient. This also saves money when it comes to installing you steam
shower.”

Speaking on the move, Mr. James Chapman said, “There are many Safety certifications such as ETL, CE,
UL, and ISO-9001. Depending on where you live your building inspector may require your steam shower to
have certain certifications. ETL certification however is universally accepted in the United States and
Canada. It is important to check with your building inspector before purchasing a steam shower that isn’t
ETL certified; this can save you from having to return the shower which can be expensive and hold up
construction.”

About bella bathrooms 
Bellabathrooms.co.uk is the best place to look for all kinds of Mira showers and triton showers. They also
provide assistance in choosing the best bathroom accessory.  

For more information, visit www.bellabathrooms.co.uk
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